Call Log

Server device for recording, playing, storing video door entry and concierge calls to increase the security of your ViP system.

ViP SYSTEM. THE INTERNET PROTOCOL VIDEO ENTRY PHONE SYSTEM APPLIED TO SMALL, MEDIUM
AND LARGE RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES AND TERTIARY (INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL) CONTEXTS.
Comelit's commitment to innovation in the video entry sector has found its ultimate expression in this
system, which fully utilises the advantages of internet protocol and integrated digital communication. VIP
System breezes past every limit: number of users, simultaneous conversations, distance... Its versatility,
which allows it to use dedicated wiring or an existing LAN, makes it the benchmark system for newbuild complexes or complexes undergoing renovation or system upgrading.

Call Log

Records and stores calls to increase ViP video entry phone system security.

PORTER

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
This function can be used to set the following parameters:
- maximum duration of each automatic recording;
- single or grouped selection of the external units to be
recorded;
- single or grouped selection of the internal units and/or
switchboards to be recorded;
- storage period (1-60 days).

SYSTEM SECURITY
- password protection for access to software
- password protection for system configuration

Comelit Client Software

CLIENT SOFTWARE
The software is available
to download free of charge
from the website
www.comelitgroup.com

EXPORT RECORDINGS

PLAY RECORDINGS

RECORD VIDEO

Export recordings to removable
storage (e.g. USB).

Play and manage recordings via
Play/Stop commands.

Record the video stream from
external units when a call is
made to switchboards and/or
apartments (audio recording may also
be available as an option).

FILTER FUNCTION
The FILTER function can be used to select the
saved video clips and play them according to the
following parameters:
- date
- time
- external unit making the call
- internal unit
- switchboard receiving the call

1459 - ViP SYSTEM CALL LOG
Server device for ViP system that allows the recording, storage and playback of calls from external units.
Complete with Call-Log administrator software for settings (IP address, date, time, enable audio, video or audio-video recording,
recording duration and recording storage time) and recording filters (days of the week, external unit making the call, internal
unit receiving the call). Compatible with Windows operating systems. 19 Vdc power supply. Power unit supplied with 100-240
Vac 50/60 Hz input and 19 Vdc output. Dimensions: 190x190x55 mm.

Cod.
2G32000381
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